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ABSTRACT 
The spread of a matrix (polynomial) is defined as the maximum distance between 
two of its eigenvalues (zeros). In this note upper bounds are found for the spread of 
matrices and polynomials. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let A be a complex n x n matrix, and let A,, . . . ,X, denote the eigenval- 
ues of A. Then the spread s(A) of A is defined by 
s(A)= y,$xi-+/a (1) 
This concept was introduced by L. Mirsky in [2], where upper bounds have 
been obtained for s(A) in the case of arbitrary matrices A, and lower bounds 
for the case when A is a Hermitian or a normal matrix (see also [3]). 
In analogy with (l), for a complex polynomial 
f(z)= Zn+alz”-‘+.** +z,_,z+a, 
with zeros z I, . . .,z,, we define the spread s(f) off by 
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The purpose of this note is to give upper bounds for s(A) and s(f). The 
main result of [2] will be reobtained as a special case. 
2. A PRELIMINARY LEMMA 
The following elementary result will be needed. 
LEhtMAl. htz 1,. . . ,z, be arbitrary complex numbers (n > 3), let t > 1, 
and denote 
s < 2( M/2)“t, (3) 
with equality if and only if z+,+z4=0 for xnne p,q~{L...,n), pfq, and 
z,=O for k#p,q. 
Proof. We have ]zj] Q M’/t. Assume l~~l=rM’/~, where r~[O,l]. Then 
for i# 1 we have 
151 < M"t (1-rf)“‘, 
and, consequently, 
lz,-~lil<lz,I+l~jl~[r+(l-rf)“f]M1’~ (i#i). (4) 
The function r-r+ (1- rt)l/r has a maximum equal to 21-‘lt when rf = i. It 
follows that 
Izi-zjl <2(M/2)"t (i,/=l,..., n), (5) 
whence the inequality (3) is obtained at once. One can easily see from (4) 
that in order to have equality in (5) one must have ]q]= ]zj] = (M/2)‘/” and 
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argzi = rr+arg+ These relations, together with the definition of M, imply 
that zi + 3 = 0 and z, =0 for k# i, j. Clearly, these last conditions are 
sufficient in order to have equality in (5) and therefore also in (3). n 
3. UPPER BOUNDS FOR THE SPREAD OF A MATRIX 
Let A be a complex n X n matrix. We shall denote by trA the trace of A 
and by ((A]( the Euclidean norm of A, i.e., 
]]A]]‘= 2 ]u,~]‘=~~(A*A) [A=(aii)]. 
i,i=l 
For { E C, we denote the sum of the absolute values of the entries in the ith 
rowofA-{ZbyR,({)andth esingularvaluesofA--lZbyuj({)(i=l,...,n). 
THEOREM 1. Let A be a comp~x n X n matrix (n > 3), kt l E c, and bt 
t> 1. Then 
(9 s(A)<2 
(ii) s(A) <2 
(6) 
(7) 
Proof. First of all we note that s(A) = s(A - [Z), since the spectrum of 
A -{Z is obtained by a translation of the spectrum of A. Denoting the 
eigenvalues of A - [Z by xi({) ( j = 1,. . . ,n), we have by H. Schneider’s 
theorem [4, p. 131 
and by H. Weyl’s theorem [6] (see also [l, p. 1161) 
(9) 
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Now, the statements of the theorem follow by the application of Lemma 1. 
COROLLARY 1. Let A = ( ai i) be a complex 
n 
nXn matrix (n>3). Then 
(10) 
Proof It is sufficient to take, in (6), {=O and t = 1. H 
REMARK 1. Since maxi Z+(S) and maxi u/(S) are matrix norms of A - [Z 
[5, pp. 179, 3211, we also have 
s(A)<2mFZ$(l), 
s(A) <2mpxq(s), 
for all 5 E C. 
THEOREM 2 (Mirsky [2]). Let A be a complex n X rx matrix (n > 3). Then 
s(A) < dr-=---T 2ljAll - ; ltrA[ (11) 
with equality if and only if A is rmmal and n -2 of its eigenvalues are 
equal to each other and to the arithmetic mean of the remaining two. 
Proof. We have 
i: uj”(~)=tr[(A-~Z)*(A-SZ)] 
i=l 
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Clearly, the choice { = (l/n) trA yields the smallest possible value for this 
last expression. Taking, in (7), t=2 and I= (l/n)trA, we obtain the inequal- 
ity (11). It is known that in the case t = 2 we have equality in (9) if and only 
if A - {Z is normal (see, for example, [l, p. 142]), i.e., if and only if A is 
normal. This, together with the conditions for equality in (3), applied to the 
eigenvalues of A - 8, gives the conditions for equality in (11). n 
REIKARI( 2. The inequalities (6), (7), (10) can give better estimates than 
(11). 
EXAMPLE 1. Consider the matrix 
101 1 1 
A= 0 2 1. 
I 1 1 1 2 
The inequality (11) yields s(A) < 114.36. However, making use of (lo), we 
obtain s(A) < 110. Moreover, from (6), with t= 1 and 3 =2, we have s(A) < 
164. Actually we have s(A)~lOCl.Ol. 
4. UPPER BOUND FOR THE SPREAD OF A POLYNOMIAL 
Consider the complex polynomial 
f(z) =zn+a,z”-‘+.** +u,_,z+u,. 
We introduce the cmnpaniun matrix F off(z): 
F= 
0 0 *** 0 -a, 
1 0 *** 0 -a,-, 
0 1 ... 0 -a,_, 
* .., . . . . . . . . . . . G 
0 0 .-. 0 --aa 
0 0 ... 1 -a, 
It is well known that the characteristic polynomial of F is f (2). Conse- 
quently, 4 f) = s(F), and thus the inequalities (6), (7), (lo), and (11) will yield 
upper bounds for s(f). Obviously, the right-hand sides of (6), (lo), and (11) 
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can be easily expressed in terms of {, t, and the coefficients of f(z). We 
cannot expect the same from the right-hand side of (7), since this expression 
depends on the singular values of the matrix A - 51. Nevertheless, rather 
surprisingly, the singular values of the companion matrix F of the arbitrary 
polynomial f( .z can be evaluated explicitly. This leads to the following ) 
theorem. 
THEOREM 3. Let 
f(z)= zn+apzn-‘+*.* +u”_,x+u, 
be a ccnnplex polynomial (n > 3), and denote 
Then, fur any t > 1, we have 
Proof. As mentioned before, we have s(f) = s(F). A straightforward 
computation gives 
F*F= 
1 0 . . . 0 0 -a,-1 
0 1 . . . 0 0 -an-z 
0 0 . . . 0 0 --an-3 
. . . . . . . . * . . . . * . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
0 0 . . . 0 1 -a, 
-a,_, -a,_, ..* -q -a, Y2 
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The characteristic polynomial of F*F is 
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and now a simple calculation gives the singular values of F: 
fJ1=(Y, u2= P, (J,= . . . =q= 1. 
Applying part (ii) of Theorem 1, with { = 0, we obtain at once the inequality 
(12). n 
EXAMPLE 2. We consider the polynomial 
f(z)=z3-772-6. (13) 
A simple calculation gives ~~‘8.5, (Y =0.648, /3=9.251, and so the inequality 
(12) gives 
s(f) (2 
0.648’ + 9.251’ + 1 
2 
(t > 1). 04 
For t = 2 we obtain s(f) < 13.191, which, of course, coincides with what we 
would have obtained by applying Theorem 2 to the companion matrix of 
(13). Taking t= 1 in (14), we obtain s(f) < 10.899. Actually we have s(fl=S. 
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